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Topics to be covered today

• The Basics & Best Practices:
• Wage & Hour Law
• Timekeeping
• Meal and Rest periods

• Most Common Wage & Hour Pitfalls
• 2021 Minimum Wage Increases
• COVID Litigation Trends
• State and Local Requirements 
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COVID-19 Litigation Trends

1. Tack on wage-hour claims

2. Reimbursement claims – home offices, i.e. internet use, power

3. Timekeeping and Reporting Time

4. COVID Pay

5. Off-the-clock work claims

6. Wage Statements

7. Meal and rest period claims
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Wage & Hour Law: The Basics

• California Wage & Hour Law Governed By:
• California Labor Code
• Industrial Welfare Commission (“IWC”) Wage Orders
• City/County Ordinances (e.g., Los Angeles)
• Decisional/Case Law
• Federal Law 
• DLSE Opinion Letters
• DLSE Enforcement Manual
• Administrative Agency Interpretations

• DLSE Policy 
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Wage & Hour Law: The Basics

• California Labor Code
• The most important authority on wage and hour law

• Decisional/Case Law
• Always evolving; new cases issued weekly, some with substantial impact

• City/County Ordinances
• Cities and Counties in California can issue their own wage and hour law, so long 

as it is at least as generous as California law
• Many Cities and Counties have their own law: San Francisco, Oakland, Los 

Angeles; Santa Monica; San Diego, to name a few
• Employee need work only two hours in most localities for law to apply 
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Timekeeping: The Basics

• California law requires detailed recordkeeping of (1) start time of a 
shift; (2) start time of a meal period; (3) end time of a meal period; and 
(4) end time of a shift

• Keep records at least four years
• Best defense to a class action lawsuit is complete records evidencing 

legal compliance 
• Employee should have control over his/her timekeeping
• Automated systems more accurate than hand-written records
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Timekeeping: Rounding
• Rounding: Utilizing some increment/interval other than precise 

times in and out; typically, 15-minute intervals
• Advantage: Ease of administration/accounting
• Disadvantage: Opens employers to lawsuits for improper wage 

and hour practices
• Compliant Practice: Must be both facially neutral and must not 

result, over a period of time, in the underpayment of wages
• On the whole, time-rounding must be neutral or must benefit 

employees 
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Timekeeping: Best Practices

Best practices for time-keeping and limiting liability:
• Employee exercises complete control over time-keeping
• No time rounding
• When written records kept, watch for rounded time (e.g., 7:00 a.m. to 

4:00 p.m.) and same times each shift
• Employee attests to accuracy of time-keeping records 
• Meal period start and end times tracked, to the minute
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Timekeeping: Best Practices (Continued)

Best practices for time-keeping and limiting liability:
• Automated systems
• Automatic meal period premiums for missed/late meal break
• Confirmation regarding rest breaks taken
• Employee initials changes to time-records or email evidence that 

employee requested change 
• Ability to track after-hours or off the clock work
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Meal Periods: The Law

All non-exempt employees must be provided with:
• A 30-minute, uninterrupted meal period where the employee is 

completely relieved of all job duties, to be commenced no later than the 
end of the 5th hour of work

Where an employee works more than 10 hours, they must be provided 
with:
• A second, 30-minute, uninterrupted meal period where the employee is 

completely relieved of all job duties, to be commenced no later than the 
end of the 10th hour of work
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Meal Periods: The Law (Continued)

“Completely relieved of all duties”:
• Employee must not be expected to perform any work
• Even short interruptions with work-related questions constitutes 

“work”
• No phone calls, text messages, emails
• Employee must be free to leave work premises
• Sufficient time should be provided to eat – e.g., time to take off safety 

equipment or clean up should not count toward 30 minutes of duty-free 
break time
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Meal Periods: Premiums

Where an employee is required by his/her employer to work during a meal period, 
the employee is entitled to one-hour of pay at his/her regular rate of compensation. 

Example: Employee’s meal period is interrupted after 20-minutes due to an 
emergency client phone call. Employee is entitled to a meal-period premium. 

Example: Employee’s work schedule prevents meal break until 5.5 hours into work 
shift.  Employee entitled to premium.

Note: Exposure is limited to 1 meal penalty (and 1 rest penalty) per employee, per 
day. Thus, even if an employee works more than 12 hours and misses both meal 
periods, only one meal period premium is owed.
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Meal Periods & Rest Breaks 
July 15, 2021 – Ferra v. Loews Hollywood Hotel, LLC

The penalty for a meal period or rest break violation is one hour of pay.  

The penalty is expensive, and it just got more expensive.

The California Supreme Court’s Ferra decision requires meal and rest 
break penalties to factor in ALL incentive pay (commissions, bonuses, 
piece rate, etc.)  

This requires a regular rate calculation. 
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Meal Period Penalty:
Donohue v. AMN Services

Supreme Court Held:

1. Employers cannot engage in the practice of rounding time 
punches – that is, adjusting the hours that an employee has 
actually worked to the nearest preset time increment – in the 
meal period context; and

1.

2. Time records showing noncompliant meal periods raise a 
rebuttable presumption of meal period violations, including 
at summary judgment stage.
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Rest Periods: the Law
Shift (Hours Worked in Day) Number of Paid Rest Breaks

At least 3.5 and up to 6 hours 1

More than 6 and up to 10 hours 2

More than 10 and up to 14 hours 3

More than 14 hours Continue under the above 
schedule
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Rest Period: Practical Tips

Practical tips for rest periods:
• Have a compliant written policy in place
• Encourage employees to take their breaks

• Remind them during team meetings; agenda item

• Educate management on break law and the need to ensure employees 
take their breaks

• Provide a break room
• Provide break signs people can hang advising they are on break 
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Rest Period: Practical Tips (Continued)

Practical tips for rest periods:
• Pay premiums where breaks are missed through fault of employer

• Even infrequent payment of premiums can go a long way toward defending a 
class action claim for rest break violations

• Managers with the responsibility for setting break time and ensuring 
breaks are taken.

• Need not track rest break times (in fact, there are pitfalls to doing so).
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Rest Period: Common Pitfalls

• Allowing/encouraging employees to work through rest periods.
• Failing to have compliant written policy in place.
• Failing to ever pay rest period premiums.
• Scheduling employees in such a way that prevents the taking of rest 

periods.
• Failing to respect employee’s right to be relieved of all duties during 

break time. 
• Allowing employees to combine rest periods with meal periods.
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Most Common Wage & Hour Pitfalls

• As employers get back to business, the next challenge begins: 
• Wage and hour compliance efforts under scrutiny like never before
• Impact of mistakes will be magnified
• Know the most common wage and hour mistakes employers can avoid 
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New Normal in the Workplace

• Challenges with remote work, layoffs, furloughs, salary 
reductions, and other workplace changes:

• Exempt employees may be putting on different hats and tasked 
with covering the work of nonexempt employees

• When nonexempt work subsumes their responsibilities, an 
employee’s actual job duties may no longer match their intended 
exemption. 
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New Normal in the Workplace (Continued)

• Employers in such situations could be on the hook for 
• unpaid overtime
• liquidated damages
• attorneys’ fees, and costs. 

• Employers should avoid tying salary adjustments to “hours 
worked” to avoid these challenges.
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To Avoid Off The Clock Claims

Establish policies to clearly identify time worked to avoid excessive 
overtime or off-the-clock claims. The policies should:

• Instruct workers to contemporaneously clock in and out when they begin and 
end their days, as well for their meal and rest breaks (paid or not). 

• Remind employees not to work any unscheduled hours unless it is in 
accordance with written policies (e.g., with manager approval). 

• Careful thought should be given to what systems (email, intranet, etc.) the 
employee can access outside of their scheduled hours.
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To Avoid Off The Clock Claims (Continued)
Establish policies to clearly identify time worked to avoid 
excessive overtime or off-the-clock claims. The policies should:

Direct employees to include all time they work in their time records, 
even if time was unauthorized, so it is included as hours worked for 
payroll purposes.
Employers are obliged to pay for all time worked, even if not 
approved in advance, although the employee can be disciplined for 
violating the company’s policies if all work hours and overtime 
require prior approval. 
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“Off the clock” 
claims are the
claim ‘du jour’

• • •

The De Minimis 
Rule
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Starbucks had a “Store Close Procedure,” which included turning out lights, 
turning on the alarm, locking doors, and walking coworkers to their cars.

Also, about once per month, the plaintiff would need to let an employee back in 
the building, would wait for an employee’s ride to come, and/or would need to put 
patio furniture inadvertently let outside, in the building.

Off The Clock Work
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July 26, 2018 – Troester v. Starbucks

• Court invalidates the de minimus rule in California

• Court seemed to have a problem with the regularity of it and the 
fact that it was part of the job.

• “What Starbucks calls de minimus is not de minimis at all to 
many ordinary people who work for hourly wages.”

Off The Clock Work
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• 1 minute to set the alarm (after clocking out)
• 1 minute for the alarm to activate;
• 15 sec – 45 seconds to lock the door;
• 35  – 45 seconds to walk coworkers to their cars; 
• “A few” minutes to wait with employees, let employees back in store, 

and/or lock patio furniture in store.

• TOTAL: 4 to 10 min off the clock per shift = 
12 hrs & 50 mins total in 17 months = $102.67 unpaid

Off The Clock Work
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What does $102 in unpaid wages trigger? 

• $102.67 in “liquidated damages”
• $1,920 in waiting time penalties. 
• $100 PAGA penalty
• $2,550 in wage statement penalties.
• $2,550 in section 558 penalties.

TOTAL:  $7,222.67 in penalties

Off The Clock Work
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2021 Increase in State Minimum Wage

• For employers of 26 or more employees 
minimum wage increased to $14.00 per hour 
effective January 1, 2021, and  $13.00 per hour 
for 25 or less employees.  

• San Francisco: $16.32 effective July 1, 2021.
• San Jose: $15.45 effective January 1, 2021
• Oakland: $14.36 effective January 1, 2021

Check your local city and county
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Increase in Minimum Wage Increases Other 
Minimums Too…

• For employers of 26 or more employees, minimum salary 
for “white collar” overtime exemption increased to 
$58,240 per year or $4,853.34 per month effective 
January 1, 2021.  

• $54,080 per year for employers of 25 or fewer employees.  

• When minimum wage is $15 per hour the salary will be 
$62,400
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Class Action & PAGA Claims Rising
For Non-compliance

• Class Actions and California Private Attorney General Act (“PAGA”) 
Actions on the rise for Cal OSHA violations

• Cal OSHA regulations including California Labor Code Sections 6400, 6401, 
6402, 6403, 6404, 6407 

• Lawsuits may also include multiple defendants under a joint employer liability 
theory

• Trends – Within the last nine months, we have seen a 16% increase in 
PAGA or class actions filed for these types of violations in California –
likely will continue to rise
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COVID Litigation Trends

• 2,632 COVID-19 Employment-Related Lawsuits Have Been Filed Since 
January 30, 2020

• 655 cases filed in California so far
• 77% of the lawsuits filed include claims of Retaliation, Discrimination or Remote 

Work/Leave Conflicts

• Employers who are in the Healthcare, Manufacturing, and Retail 
Industries Hit Hardest

• Nearly 64% of employers sued to date have 500 employees or less
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COVID Pay/Hazard Pay

• Discretionary versus Non-Discretionary Pay/Bonuses
• COVID pay, Attendance pay and Hazard-type pays need to be included in 

regular rate of pay for purposes of calculating overtime
• DOL’s current position on COVID related Hazard Pay

• Incentive payments, such as Hazard Pay for working during COVID-19 pandemic 
constitute compensation must be included in regular rate of pay

• “Look-back” regular rate based on overtime wages owed on the 
incentive payments if employees already paid regular wages
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Right to Recall
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• In 2014, the U.S. Supreme Court narrowed the definition of compensable preliminary and postliminary 
activities. In Integrity Staffing Solutions v. Busk, the Supreme Court held that post-shift security checks for 
Amazon warehouse workers was not compensable under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). 

• The Court explained only activities that constitute a “principal activity” under the FLSA that must be 
compensated. Under the statute, principal activities include all activities that are “an integral and 
indispensable part of the employee’s principal activities.”

• This is a long way of saying that temp checks under the FLSA may not be a “principal activity.”  However, it 
is an unknown that will undoubtedly be tested through a lawsuit against some employer. 

• Watch Out for State Laws?
• State laws vary on this issue and the scope of some states’ wage laws are currently being determined by 

courts across the country. For example:
• On February 4, 2020, a federal court of appeals held that time spent by detention officers in pre-shift and 

post-shift security screenings were compensable under the FLSA and the New Mexico Minimum Wage Act.
• On February 13, 2020, the California Supreme Court held that post-shift security checks of Apple 

employees were compensable under state wage laws.
• Here it seems much more likely a state will find temperature and health screens to be compensable time.

Measuring Worker Temperatures Could 
Lead To Wage And Hour Claims
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New Trend of Wage Statement Wins for 
Employers in California and Federal Courts

• A California Court of Appeal Rules Wage Statements Displaying Overtime 
Premium at 0.5x Rate Does Not Run Afoul of Section 226 

• General Atomics v. Green

• Federal District Court Holds Wage Statements With Lump Sum Meal 
Period Premium Payments Do Not Violate Section 226

• Santos v. United Parcel Service Inc.

• The General Atomics and Santos decisions demonstrate an encouraging shift 
in the courts with respect to wage statement claims. Both state and federal 
courts are developing a willingness to accept straightforward approaches to 
wage statements.  The decisions also serve as a reminder that while section 
226 is hyper technical, the ultimate purpose of the wage statement 
requirements is to allow employees to understand how they are paid.  
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Itemized Wage Statements

California requires employers to furnish itemized wage statements per 
pay period. The following must appear on an itemized wage statement:
1. Gross Wages

2. Total Hours Worked

3. Amount of Piece-Rate Earned

4. All Deductions Made

5. Net Wages

6. Dates of Pay Period;

7. Legal Name and Address of Employer 

8. Hourly Rate(s) of the Employee; and

9. Employee name + unique employee ID or the last four-digits of the employee’s SSN
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Itemized Wage Statements: Bringing it all 
Together
• In California, there are many requirements for pay stubs.

• Penalty for a knowing/intentional improper wage statement = $50 per 
employee per violation for an initial violation; $100 per employee per 
violation for each subsequent violation; up to a maximum of $4,000 per 
employee.  Plus PAGA penalties!

• This leaves large employers open to significant liability where all of their wage 
statements are inaccurate or incomplete.
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• Qualifying reasons, pay rates, and other 
requirements may not align with FFCRA

• For example, in California:
• San Francisco vaccine mandate
• California Supplemental Paid Sick Leave under 

SB 95
• Exclusion Pay under Cal/OSHA COVID19 

Prevention Emergency Temporary Standards 
• Local city and county COVID-19 paid sick leave 

ordinances 
• Existing leave requirements (like Paid Family 

Leave and traditional Paid Sick Leave) may also 
apply. 

Beware of State and Local Requirements
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Went into effect August 25, 2021 – Requires employers in high-contact 
indoor sectors – such as those that serve food or drinks (bars, 
restaurants, and clubs), theaters, entertainment venues, indoor gyms, 
and other fitness establishments to:
1. Patrons age 12 and older to show proof that they are fully vaccinated effective 

August 20, unless the patron is getting food or drinks to go. 

2. Ascertain the vaccination status of all employees no later than August 20, 2020

3. Require all employees to provide proof that they are fully vaccinated by 
October 13, 2021.

4. Post sign for patrons informing them of the requirement of full vaccination

5. Post sign in employee breakrooms or other similar areas informing staff of the 
requirement to provide proof of full vaccination

San Francisco Vaccine Mandate
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California Supplemental Paid Sick Leave 
Under SB 95

• Went into effect March 29
• Will apply retroactively to January 1, 2021
• Will apply to employers with more than 25 

employees (not more than 500 employees, like 
prior supplemental PSL law)

• Leave is in addition to leave provided in 2020
• Expires September 30, 2021
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SB 95: Who Does It Apply To?

Do you have more 
than 25 employees?

Is the employee unable to 
work OR telework due to 
a qualifying reason?

Yes

No

Employer must provide 
Supplemental Paid Sick Leave

Employer does NOT need to 
provide Supplemental Paid 
Sick Leave

Yes

No

Employee qualified to use 
Supplemental Paid Sick Leave

Employee NOT qualified to use 
Supplemental Paid Sick Leave
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SB 95: How Much PSL is Available?

• Full Time (40 hours/Week) = 80 hours

• Part Time (if employee has a normal weekly 
schedule) = Total number of hours employee is 
normally scheduled to work over a two week period

• Variable = 14 times the average number of hours the 
employee worked each day for the employer in the 6 months 
prior to the employee taking Supplemental Paid Sick Leave
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SB 95: Rate of Pay

For non-exempt employees, calculate the rate of pay at the highest 
of:
• Regular rate of pay for the workweek in which the employee 

uses supplemental paid sick leave
• Total wages (excluding OT) ÷ employee’s total hours worked in 

the full pay periods in the prior 90 days of employment
• State Minimum Wage
• Local Minimum Wage

For exempt employees, calculate the rate of pay in the same manner 
as the employer calculates wages for other forms of paid leave time. 

Caps: $511/day and 
$5,110 aggregate
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SB 95: Notice, Paystubs, Retroactivity

• Employers required to give notice

• Supplemental Paid Sick Leave must be 
included on wage statement

• Must permit employees to use 
retroactively
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We encourage you to subscribe to Fisher Phillips’ 
alert system to gather the most up-to-date information. 

Visit www.fisherphillips.com and scroll to bottom, 

click on Subscribe
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Questions?

Jason A. Geller | Regional Managing Partner, Fisher Phillips 

September 23, 2021


